
Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: Physical Education KS4, Advanced plan for Athletics
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year 10 Officiating Athletics Events
Knowledge to
be taught

Students will:
− Recap the basic and advance starting techniques, using these techniques to optimise individual

performance of the sprinting events. In addition the students will understand the role and responsibility
of track judge, marksperson, starter, time keepers and place judges.

− Use insight to effectively optimise their performance in sustained endurance based athletic events. In
addition the students will understand the role and responsibility of track judge, marksperson, starter,
time keepers and place judges for this event.

− Recap and explore their ideal approaches and take off to optimise athletic performance in horizontal
jumps. In addition the students will understand the role and responsibility of track judge, board officials,
marksman, markers and rakers.

− Recap and explore the techniques to optimise athletic performance in vertical jump (High Jump) In
addition the students will understand the role and responsibility of field judge, Bar officials, jump judge,
scorer.

− Recap, modify and explore techniques to optimise athletic performance in the pushing action of shot
put. In addition the students will understand the role and responsibility of field judge, board officials,
Release judge, marks persons and collection of implement.

− Recap, modify and explore techniques to optimise athletic performance in the pulling action of javelin. In
addition the students will understand the role and responsibility of field judge, board officials, Release
judge, marks persons and collection of implement.

− Explore the basic principles of lead leg action and trail leg action of the sprint hurdles technique,
understanding the principles of 3 stride action of sprint, 13 to 15 stride action of the 400m hurdles, and
different hurling actions for endurance events like steeplechase.



− Explore and modify principles to optimise athletic performance as part of the team relay. In addtion will
understand the role and responsibility of track judge, marksperson, starter, relay changeover over
judges, time keepers and place judges,

This module of work requires the teacher to recap basic/intermediary techniques as part of the warm-ups and
first part of the lesson. Students will perform the athletic events to their best potential scoring points (times and
distances) in a team effort. The idea to promote the Olympic team ethos of individuals sports such as athletics.

Key words 2 point start, 3 point start, 4 point start, drive, head down, relax, on toes, arm action, knee action, finish, on your
marks, get set, go. Splits, rhythm, buffering, kick, approach, take off, hang, shoot out, landing, measurement,
tape, rake, bounding, chop strides, knee drive, reach, frosby flop, scissors,  bar, chin, knee, toe, push and glide,
release, chain reaction, mechanical advantage, grip, straight arm, cross over, transition, hand, drive, upsweep,
down-sweep, communication, marker/point of movement.

Links to prior
knowledge

Links previous knowledge and application from the developmental year 8 curriculum plan.

Students will have:
− Recapped the basic and advance starting techniques, using these techniques to optimise individual

performance of the sprinting events.
− Used insight to effectively optimise their performance in sustained endurance based athletic events.
− Recapped and explored their ideal approaches and take off to optimise athletic performance in

horizontal jumps.
− Recapped and explored the techniques to optimise athletic performance in vertical jump (High Jump)
− Recapped, modified and explored techniques to optimise athletic performance in the pushing action of

shot put.
− Recapped, modified and explored techniques to optimise athletic performance in the pulling action of

javelin
− Explored the basic principles of lead leg action and trail leg action of the sprint hurdles technique
− Explored and modified principles to optimise athletic performance as part of the team relay.

This module of work required the teacher to recap basic/intermediary techniques as part of the warm-ups and
first part of the lesson. Students will have performed the athletic events to their best potential scoring points



(times and distances) in a team effort. The idea to promote the Olympic team ethos of individuals sports such
as athletics.

How knowledge
is assessed

- Teacher Q&A each lesson.
- Tracking of progress against lesson objectives
- Self/ peer assessment of performance
- Teacher’s summative assessment – application of skills in sequenced movements
- Knowledge of the rules

How gaps will
be addressed

- Recap prior learning in warm up activities
- Use more able students to support students who have missed lessons
- Resource cards
- Warm ups focused on specific skills

Cultural capital
lessons

- Sporting etiquette, being silent when athletes are preparing for their event.
- Shaking hands after race, event has finished as a sign of respect for other athletes.
- Application of rules: adhering to the rules and regulations of IOC (as an athlete or official role in lesson)

respecting the decisions made by others without argument.
- Communicational themes: how to speak to others about performance, supportive and directive
- Resilience and perseverance: when performing its you against the clock, you are your competition can

you psychologically push yourself to better you.
- Olympic oath and ethos



Curriculum Plan
Department/subject:
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year KS4 Basketball
Knowledge to
be taught

● To know the local opportunities for playing basketball in the area.
● To be able to confidently enforce primary and secondary rules when umpiring a game of basketball.
● To be able to use apply zonal marking tactics into games.
● To be able to ‘box out’ attacking players when rebounding.
● To be able to use screen’s to create space/open passes/scoring opportunities in game situations.
● To be able to pick and roll in small sided games to score baskets.

Key words Chest Pass, Bounce Pass, Javelin Pass, Fast break, Dribble, Shoot, Attack, Defend, Outlet, Rebound, Lay-up, BEEF (Balance, Elbow,
Eyes and Follow Through), Feint pass, Fake and Drive, And1, Personal Foul, Violation, Travelling, Double dribble, Cross over, Double
team, Screen, Pick and roll, box out.

Links to prior
knowledge

Links to year 9 Curriculum:
● To perform accurate and successful jump shots in game situations.
● To be able to drive to the basket and score whilst under pressure from a defender.
● To perform a variety of passes accurately whilst on the move in transition gameplay.
● To effectively know when to double team an opponent in a competitive game of basketball.
● To be able to enforce primary and secondary rules when umpiring a game of basketball.
● To be able to identify and apply the key responsibilities for players on a court (guards/forwards).

How knowledge
is assessed

- Practical application within each session.
- Question and Answering within sessions.
- Knowledge of rules.
- Tracking of progress against learning objectives.
- Summative assessment.
- Self/peer assessment of performance.



- Ability to referee/umpire a game.
- Application of skills into game situations.

How gaps will
be addressed

- Individual support in lessons.
- Differentiated tasks for needs present within the group.
- Using a buddy system within groups to support lower attaining pupils.
- Resource card/peer coaching.
- Hands down questioning.
- Traffic light systems for pupils to demonstrate how confident they are with the content of the session.

Cultural capital
lessons

Collaborative working – sharing ideas, team work and problem solving.
Responsible citizens – showing sportsmanship, fair play, Resilience, respecting rules and individual differences.
Etiquette for other players and the officials.
Shaking hands before and after game.
Admitting a misconduct of rules – if the ball goes out/travel etc.



Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: PE/Cricket (YEAR 10/11)
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year 10/11 Cricket
Knowledge to
be taught

To demonstrate perform fielding skills in games situations
To use a variety of bowling techniques in games
To use shot selection and placement in games when batting
To officiate a game of cricket
To lead and coach areas of the game of cricket to develop leadership skills
To respond to set scenarios to develop tactical awareness in cricket

Key words Delivery, action, accuracy, line, length, rhythm, spin, pace, seam, grip, stance, horizontal, timing, technique. no
balls, wide, stumped, caught, placement, over, boundaries, Stumping, stance, balance, positioning, off side, leg
side, timing, leg spin, off spin, finger spin, wrist spin, front foot, back foot, overs, cover, mid-wicket, mid-off,
mid-on,

Links to prior
knowledge

To perform specialists fielding positions (Slip, Deep fielder)
To refine bowling technique and attempt correct seem position.
To perform cricket bowling using spin.
To be able to use shot selection based on delivery length.
To umpire small sided games using the laws of cricket
To develop the technique used when running between the wicket.
To be able to deliver a 3 part warm up
To be able to take on the role of a coach

How knowledge
is assessed

N/



How gaps will
be addressed

- Recap prior learning in warm up activities
- Use more able students to support students who have missed lessons
- Resource cards/peer coaching
- Lunchtime cricket club

Cultural capital
lessons

Sportsmanship in cricket
Respecting the umpire and the decisions made.
Honesty when catching a ball close to the ground.
Honesty on whether it went over the boundary for either a 4 or 6.
Walk if you think you are out rather than waiting for umpires decision.
Shaking hands with opposition players.



Curriculum Plan
Department/subject:
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year KS4 Fitness
Knowledge to
be taught

- To know the opportunities for exercise and physical activity in the local area.
- To understand methods of keeping physically active after school.
- To be able to design medium term fitness sessions to promote physical activity.
- To know the strengths and weaknesses of individual fitness levels.
- To be able to link strengths and weaknesses of fitness levels to different components of fitness.
- To be able to design workouts which work on a specific component of fitness.
- To perform different aerobic exercises using boxing gloves and pads (Boxercise).

Key words Speed, Agility, Power, Muscular Endurance, Cardiovascular Endurance, Fitness, Circuit Training, Sprint, Warm Up, Cool
Down, Intensity, Stamina, Fatigue, Intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation, mood, strength, flexibility, Power, Agility,
recovery, cooper run, multi-stage fitness test, sedentary, progressive overload, Frequency intensity Time Type (FITT),
Specific

Links to prior
knowledge

Links to Year 9 curriculum
- To be able to design a fitness circuit using a variety of equipment.
- To understand different methods of achieving progressive overload when training.
- Advantages and disadvantages of High Intensity Interval Training.
- To be able to give feedback to a partner on their technique whilst performing an exercise.
- A variety of different body weight exercises which can be completed without any equipment.
- A variety of exercises which can be completed with the aid of a dumbbell/barbell.
- The advantages and disadvantages of Plyometric training.
- The impacts on health of a sedentary lifestyle.



How knowledge
is assessed

- Practical application within each session.
- Question and Answering within sessions.
- Tracking of progress against learning objectives.
- Self/peer assessment of performance.
- Knowledge of key terms used throughout each lesson.

How gaps will
be addressed

- Individual support in lessons.
- Differentiated tasks for needs present within the group.
- Using a buddy system within groups to support lower attaining pupils.
- Resource card/peer coaching.
- Hands down questioning.
- Traffic light systems for pupils to demonstrate how confident they are with the content of the session.

Cultural capital
lessons

Collaborative working – sharing ideas, team work and problem solving.
Responsible citizens – showing sportsmanship, resilience to improve oneself.
Value of health and fitness.
Respecting others, breaking barriers and stereotypes.



Curriculum Plan
Department/subject:
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year 10/11 Football
Knowledge to
be taught

To show a high standard of passing within isolation and in pressured situation.
To demonstrate a high standard of technique and outcome in shooting.
To show high standards in attacking play covering all aspects of attack.
To demonstrate high standards of defensive play.
Students will plan and monitor ideas on leadership skills and understanding and application of fair play
Students develop knowledge and understanding of the rules in football.
To demonstrate high standards in the role of an official.
To advance knowledge and skills on tactical play/ positions and set pieces.

Key words Communication, Accuracy, Weight/Pace, Side of foot, Outside of feet, Analysing, Strengths/Weakness, Volleys,
Precision, Technique, Balance, Control, Power, Timing, Positioning, Side on, Timing, Body position, Strength,
Communication, Organisation, Formation, Strategy, Team work, Gamesmanship, sportsmanship, Rules,
Referee, Respect, Media, Drugs, Heath, lifestyle.

Links to prior
knowledge

Year 9 Knowledge:
To Independently select and apply a wide range of advanced passing techniques.
To apply shooting technique with precision, control and fluency.
To be able to outwit opponents with the use of turns, tricks, fakes
To show strategies in which the student can show when to defend and how to stop opponents from advancing.
To develop strategic and tactical play in football- Understanding the different formations and the roles of each
position.



To create and run small sided games in a tournament format.
To develop student’s leadership- Coaching
To develop students’ knowledge on the officiating rules- The referee handbook
To develop their knowledge on different tactical plays
To Explore the different set pieces within a game of football- The corner.

How knowledge
is assessed

No assessment

How gaps will
be addressed

Cultural capital
lessons

Drugs in Sport
The respect Campaign
The FA- Four Corners in Coaching
The effects of media on sport performers
Bourdieu 1984 model of exploration of the behaviour from football fans
Race and Gender
sponsors in football
Football fandom- what is this?
Adult participation- Parents support/ parents influence on the sideline.



Curriculum Plan
Department/subject:  PE/Handball
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year 10/11
Knowledge to
be taught

To show a high standard of passing within isolation and in pressured situation.
To demonstrate a high standard of technique and outcome in shooting.
To show high standards in attacking play covering all aspects of attack.
To demonstrate high standards of defensive play.
Students will plan and monitor ideas on leadership skills and understanding and application of fair play and the
respect campaign.
Students develop knowledge and understanding of the rules in Handball
To demonstrate high standards in the role of an official.
To advance knowledge and skills on tactical play/ positions and set pieces.

Key words Handball, Ball, Blocking, Drive shot, Jump shot, Passing, Defending, Shooting, short line, Service zone,
Receiving zone, Playing Zone,  Rally, Rules,  Fitness, Speed, Technique, Sportsmanship,  Teamwork,
Communication, UKHA, Coaching, Leadership.

Links to prior
knowledge

To Independently select and apply a wide range of advanced passing techniques.
To apply different hand shooting technique with precision and control
To be able to outwit opponents with use of different dodges.
To show strategies in which the student can show when to defend and how to stop opponents from advancing.
To develop strategic and tactical play in Handball- Understanding the different formations and the roles of each
position.
To organise and run games in a tournament format.
To develop student’s leadership- Coaching
To develop and understand the different variations of coaching methods.



To develop students’ knowledge on the officiating rules- From UKHA
To develop their knowledge on different tactical plays
To Explore the different set pieces within a game.

How knowledge
is assessed

No Assessment

How gaps will
be addressed

Pupil lead lessons- Coaching/ leadership
Refereeing/ Umpiring.
Resource cards
Lesson recaps

Cultural capital
lessons

Knowledge development of The England and British Handball association
Respect campaign within the Handball associations
Olympics history of Handball
Professionalism in Handball



Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: PE/Rounders (YEAR 10/11)
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year  10/11 Rounders
Knowledge to
be taught - To demonstrate perform fielding skills in games situations

To use a variety of bowling techniques in games
To use shot selection and placement in games when batting
To officiate a game of rounders and understand how to use a scoring card
To lead and coach areas of the game of rounders to develop leadership skills
To respond to set scenarios to develop tactical awareness in rounders

Key words Batting, fielding, bowling, spin, pace, spacing, positioning, deep fielder, Back stop, 1st Base, 2nd Base, 3rd base,
4th Base, rules, team work, challenge, rounder’s. back up, switch hit, backhand, pulse raiser, stretching, skill
related exercise. Scoring cards, umpires positioning,

Links to prior
knowledge

To perform a variety of different sending & receiving techniques in games situations
-To develop a variety of bowling techniques (first bowl) in games.
- Advanced batting techniques, switch hit (back hand), placement
- Take on different positions in rounders in games
- To be able to back up when fielding
- Use skills learnt to outwit the opposition in competitive games using tactical awareness.
- To lead a 3 part warm up
- To be able to take on the role of a coach and influence performance.
- The role of the captain setting the field and batting order

How knowledge
is assessed

N/A



How gaps will
be addressed

- Recap prior learning in warm up activities
- Use more able students to support students who have missed lessons
- Resource cards

Cultural capital
lessons

Sportsmanship in rounders
Respecting the umpire and the decisions made.
Honesty when catching a ball close to the ground.
Honesty if there was an obstruction.
Shaking hands with opposition players.



Curriculum Plan
Department/subject:
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year KS4  Rugby
Knowledge to
be taught

- To understand the roles and responsibilities of a ‘forward’ and a ‘back’ in a game of rugby.
- To understand the primary and secondary rules of the game and to be able to officiate a game with confidence.
- To understand the local opportunities to play rugby outside of school.
- To understand and apply tactics during a lineout within a game.
- To understand the fundamentals of setting up, and competing in a scrum.
- To know the technique for completing a conversion.
- To be able to perform long and accurate passes left and right.

Key words Tackling, Rucking, Ball Handling, Off-side, Support, Diagonal line, Flat line, Positioning, Counter-ruck, ‘into touch’, Gate,
Feint pass, Scissors, Loop, High line, Tap and go, maul, Kick, line-out, High tackle, scrum half, forwards/backs, conversion,
scrum.

Links to prior
knowledge

Linked from and building on knowledge taught in Year 9 unit:
- To perform accurate and effective tackles in a competitive game.
- To understand the roles and responsibilities of the scrum half in a game.
- To understand rucking tactics including counter rucking to win possession of the ball in a game.
- To draw defenders successfully in games to create space.
- To kick the ball effectively in games to create try scoring opportunities.
- To understand and apply the rules and regulations of a lineout in a small game.
- To develop advanced attacking phases which outwit an opposition in a game.
- To implement the use of a maul in a competitive game.
- To understand the primary and secondary rules of the game and to be able to officiate parts of a game confidently.

How knowledge
is assessed

- Practical application within each session.
- Question and Answering within sessions.



- Knowledge of rules.
- Tracking of progress against learning objectives.
- Summative assessment.
- Self/peer assessment of performance.
- Ability to referee/umpire a game.

How gaps will
be addressed

- Individual support in lessons.
- Differentiated tasks for needs present within the group.
- Using a buddy system within groups to support lower attaining pupils.
- Resource card/peer coaching.
- Hands down questioning.
- Traffic light systems for pupils to demonstrate how confident they are with the content of the session.

Cultural capital
lessons

- Shaking hands before/after game.
- Not arguing with referee.
- Respecting the opposition – Showing etiquette to all players.
- Team work and solidarity.
- Appreciation for rules.
- Guard of honour (walking through tunnel).
- Knowledge surrounding the Hakka.



Curriculum Plan
Department/subject:
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year KS4 Table Tennis
Knowledge to
be taught

- To be able to perform an effective forehand and backhand serve with accuracy.
- To be able to performance forehand and backhand drives with accuracy in games.
- To be able to play spin shots including slice and back spin in skill practices.
- To be able to react to an opponent’s position by playing different attacking shots.
- To be able to apply primary and secondary rules when officiating a game.
- To communicate effectively when playing doubles table tennis.
- To feint shots in game play to win points.

Key words Forehand, Back hand, spin, slice, top spin, feint, serve, let, net, match/game point, smash, drop shot, reaction time, agility, serve.

Links to prior
knowledge

● Transferrable skills from other racket sports taught - badminton/tennis taught within KS3 curriculum.
● Hand-eye coordination learned throughout curriculum.
● Reaction time gained from playing a variety of sports within the curriculum.

How knowledge
is assessed

- Practical application within each session.
- Question and Answering within sessions.
- Knowledge of rules.
- Tracking of progress against learning objectives.
- Summative assessment.
- Self/peer assessment of performance.
- Ability to officiate a game.
- Application of skills into game situations.

How gaps will
be addressed

- Individual support in lessons.
- Differentiated tasks for needs present within the group.



- Using a buddy system within groups to support lower attaining pupils.
- Resource card/peer coaching.
- Hands down questioning.
- Traffic light systems for pupils to demonstrate how confident they are with the content of the session.

Cultural capital
lessons

Collaborative working – sharing ideas, team work and problem solving.
Responsible citizens – showing sportsmanship, fair play, Resilience, respecting rules and individual differences.
Etiquette for other players and the officials – admitting an infringement of the rules.
Shaking hands before and after game.
Admitting a misconduct of rules – if the ball goes out, saying sorry if you win a net shot.



Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: Tennis
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year 10/11 Tennis
Knowledge to
be taught

To perform forehand and backhand ground strokes in games situations
To perform the overhead serve and underarm serve in games
To perform forehand and backhand volleys in games
To perform smash and lob shots in games
To be able to umpire a full context game (singles and doubles)
To be able to take on the role of a coach to develop leadership
To use different competition formats used for racket sports

Key words Slice, angle, body position, footwork, racket control, speed, racket control, top spin, racket angle, foot placement, flight of ball,
contact point, control, deep and high bounce, rotation, high to low, extension, Toss, racket preparation, contact, slice, flat,
follow through, angle of movement, advance and recover, net play, backcourt, frontcourt, line judge, umpire, let, points
systems, round robin, knockout, ladders, king of the court

Links to prior
knowledge

● Refine forehand and back hand strokes and introduce spin (top spin and slice)
● Serving using variety (spin/pace)
● To use tactical knowledge in first and second serves
● To introduce the importance of placement to win points
● To lead a three part warm up.
● To develop volleys using angles and placement
● Technique for lob and smash shots and include in a set rally
● Umpire and play a set in tennis using knowledge of the tennis laws and rules (correct scoring system)

Use knowledge of the rules and skills learnt to date to outwit the opposition in games and sets.



How knowledge
is assessed

N/A

How gaps will
be addressed

Recap prior learning in warm up activities
Use more able students to support students who have missed lessons
Resource cards/peer coaching
Differentiated tasks and resources
Hands down questioning

Cultural capital
lessons

Any big events running at time, we discuss and relate to.
To show respect as an audience member, sitting silently, clapping at the end and watching attentively – Teacher to state
expectations
Learn other tennis etiquette, making judgement calls, playing a let, apologising for a fluke, respect umpires.
Equality – pay for men and women


